This paper considers single-degree-of-freedom, closed-loop linkages with a designated input angle and one design parameter. For a fixed value of the design parameter, a linkage has turning points (dead-input singularities), which break the motion curve into branches such that the motion along each branch can be driven monotonically from the input. As the design parameter changes, the number of branches and their connections, in short the topology of the motion curve, may change at certain critical points. As the design parameter changes, the turning points sweep out a curve we call the "turning curve," and the critical points are the singularities in this curve with respect to the design parameter. The critical points have succinct geometric interpretations as transition linkages. We present a general method to compute the turning curve and its critical points. As an example, the method is used on a Stephenson II linkage. Additionally, the Stephenson III linkage is revisited where the input angle is able to rotate more than one revolution between singularities. This characteristic is associated with cusps on the turning point curve.
Introduction
Direct (or forward) kinematic position analysis of a single degree-of-freedom (dof) linkage involves determining values for joint parameters for a given position of the input link. Since the governing kinematic constraint equations for the links in a closed-loop linkage are non-linear, multiple solutions are obtained for a single position of the input link. Erdman, et. al., [1] refer to each solution as a geometric inversion (GI) and is associated with an alternate configuration of the mechanism at the specific input. The traditional solution method for a direct kinematic problem is completed by using tangent-half-angle substitutions for the output variables [2] . More efficiently, Wampler [3, 4] presents techniques for using isotropic coordinates to generate polynomial equations that describe the position of a general single-dof linkage. Solution of the complex, polynomial systems can be readily accomplished by using numerical polynomial continuation [6] . The set of position equations is represented by a motion curve, which exhibits the relationships between the joint variables and whose trace is created by plotting the GIs for various positions of the input link. The trace of the motion curve projected onto two dimensions (one being the input variable) is often referred to as input-output plots [1] . These traces for even common linkages can be quite convoluted involving multiple segments.
A circuit of a mechanism is defined by Chase and Mirth [7] as the set of all possible orientations of links that can be realized without disconnecting any of the joints. If a mechanism must be disassembled to move from one position to another, the two positions reside on separate circuits. Foster and Cipra [8, 9] use the term assembly configuration to refer to a circuit. Each segment on the trace of the motion curve represents a different circuit. At a specific input link position, each GI may lie on a different circuit, but several GIs can lie on the same circuit. The circuits of a mechanism are independent of the choice of driving link, and there is no direct relationship between the geometric inversions and circuits [7] . Established methods to identify different circuits rely on geometric insights of a particular mechanism [8] [9] [10] [11] [12] [13] .
Singularity points exist when the driving link is no longer able to move the mechanism. At the singularity points, also called stationary points or more vividly dead-input points, the mechanism becomes locked and the mechanical advantage reduces to zero [14, 15] . On the trace of the motion curve, the linkage singularities appear as turning points, and are referred to as turning points in this paper. Turning points of a mechanism are dependent on the choice of driving link and must be avoided when attempting to smoothly operate the mechanism. Chase and Mirth [7] defined the regions on a circuit between turning points as branches. For single-dof linkages, turning points are the input limits for that branch. If a GI resides on a motion curve segment (i.e., circuit) that has no singularities, it can be driven with a fully rotatable crank.
A turning point plot is the trace of turning points with respect to the input angle and a designated design parameter. Observing the motion characteristics as a design parameter is considered a variable provides insight into the design space for a particular linkage. Further, understanding the motion regime limits with respect to a design parameter can assist the synthesis process of adjustable linkages, as in [16, 17] . Myszka et. al. [18] extend the work of Wenger et. al. [19, 20] and apply a turning point plot to single-dof linkages to distinguish zones of identical GIs. Myszka et. al. observed that local extrema on the turning curve, termed critical points, correspond to a change in the number of circuits.
Murray et al. [21] use the transition linkage concept to classify single-dof linkages. Transition linkages contain link lengths that lie on the boundary of physically realizable linkages or between linkages with distinct motion characteristics. Myszka, et. al., also observe that the critical points on the turning curve plot correspond with transition linkages. However, the method used in [18] to create a turning point curve is computationally intensive and impractical for multi-loop linkages. Wampler's method of using isotropic coordinates to represent mechanism links facilitates the solution of kinematic equations. This paper implements isotropic coordinates to provide a general method to accurately compute the motion curves, turning curve and critical points for any linkage.
Isotropic Coordinates
In kinematic formulations, it is common to consider links to be vectors in the complex plane [1] . A unit vector defined by θ j and shown in Fig 1 can be represented in polar form as,
where i = √ −1. Subsequently, a binary mechanism link is represented as a j T j , where a j ∈ R is the length of the link. Applying the Euler identity, the components of the unit vector are
The complex conjugate of T j is
and
Mechanism links that are represented by exponential variables and their conjugates are isotropic coordinates. A more complete discussion of isotropic coordinates and their properties can be found in Wampler [5] .
It is important to note that when working in isotropic coordinates the terms "real solution" or "real point" take on an unusual meaning. When we solve a polynomial system whose variables include T j or T j , "real" is taken to mean that the corresponding angle θ j is real. This implies that |T j | = |T j | = 1.
The partial derivatives of T j and T j are
The geometric interpretation of some of the formulas to follow is aided by the following lemma. Proof. Multiply through by AB to obtain
Applying (4), AĀ = a 2 and BB = b 2 , where a and b are the lengths of A and B, respectively. So the expression factors as
which requires either (bA + aB) = 0 or (bA − aB) = 0. If (bA + aB) = 0 then A and B are in opposite directions. If (bA−aB) = 0 then A and B are in the same direction. In either case, A and B are parallel.
Turning Points, Turning Curve, and Critical Points
In this section, we present our general methodology, using the most basic closed-chain mechanism, the four-bar linkage, for illustration. In the following sections, we will apply the method to the more challenging cases of the Stephenson II and Stephenson III linkages.
Consider a general mechanism with a single dof. The input variable is designated as x ∈ C. Also, designate a design variable, p ∈ C, and let y be all the remaining variables y ∈ C N . We assume that the loop closure equations are formulated as
For a fixed value of p, the mechanism has a single dof motion 
With a 4 fixed, the real and imaginary parts of this complex equation impose two constraints on {θ 2 , θ 3 , θ 4 }, resulting in a motion curve as illustrated in Fig. 3 . An alternative to the exponential form is to convert (7) to its equivalent isotropic form as With a 4 fixed, this system of five equations describes a curve in the six-dimensional space of {T 2 , T 3 , T 4 , T 2 , T 3 , T 4 }. The points of this curve are in one-to-one correspondence with the points of the curve described by (7), and we may think of them as the same four-bar motion curve. The isotropic formulation has the convenient property that all its equations are polynomial, which facilitates finding solutions, while the complex exponential formulation is more compact. We will move fluidly between the two approaches as convenient below.
The exponential form of the loop closure conditions for any n-link -loop planar mechanism with rotational joints can be written as
The coefficient a jk ∈ C, is the edge of link j that connects joints in loop k. For a binary link, there is just one edge, and it can be taken as a real number, its length. Ternary links (triangles) and higher will have different edges participating in different loops and the associated coefficients are then complex. See [4] and Sec. 4 . The loop equations in the exponential form of (9) convert to 2 + n − 1 equations in isotropic coordinates as:
Note that in the conjugate loop equations,ḡ k , the complex conjugates, a jk , of the link edges appear. We do not include T 1 T 1 − 1 = 0 because link 1 is assumed to be the ground link and so its angle θ 1 is known.
Problem 1: Forward Kinematics
With the design parameter,p, fixed, the solution to (6) for a given input x is the direct kinematic problem and each solution is a GI. The isotropic formulation can be solved by any method applicable to systems of polynomial equations. However, before proceeding, it can be useful to reduce the basic formulation to a more compact form. First, since the input angle is given, the associated unit-length equation is dropped. In the case of the four-bar, where θ 2 is designated as the input, h 2 is dropped from (10) . Next, the loop equations, g k , and the conjugate loop equations,ḡ k are all linear, so these may be used to eliminate some variables. For example, for the four-bar of (8) the equations g = 0 andḡ = 0 lead to defining the expressions
so that R 4 = −a 4 T 4 and R 4 = −a 4 T 4 . Accordingly, for a 4 = 0, we may form a 2 4 h 4 = 0 to get
This equation along with h 3 = T 3 T 3 − 1 = 0 make a system of two equations for {T 3 , T 3 }. This is the form of the equations that will be most useful later in the paper. These two polynomials can be solved many ways: one is to use h 3 = 0 to write T 3 = 1/T 3 , which after substitution into (13), gives a quadratic equation for
In [3, 4] , one can find recipes for solving general planar mechanisms formulated in isotropic coordinates as in (10) . Similar to the derivation just discussed for the four-bar, the recipe in [3] eliminates half of the variables using the loop equations and then solves the system of bilinear polynomials using the Dixon determinant. (See [22] for a related method based on the Dixon determinant but using tangent-half-angle substitutions.)
Problem 2: Find all Turning Points
Given a mechanism (i.e., a fixed design parameter p), it is desirable to find all branches of the motion with respect to the designated input parameter, x. As illustrated in Figure 4 and described in [7] , the branches meet at the turning points of the curve, where the mechanism moves differentially without any motion at the input. The mechanism is locked at a turning point (i.e., singular position), but can be driven smoothly from the input along each motion branch.
For fixed p, the tangent [∆x, ∆y] to the motion curve is given by
where
The turning points occur when ∆y = 0 with ∆x = 0, which implies that
Accordingly, the turning points are solutions to the system of equations
For given p, this is a system of N + 1 equations in N + 1 unknowns which can be solved to find the turning points. An alternative formulation that avoids forming the determinant is to solve for tangent vectors that have no x-component, that is, randomly choose a 1 × N vector v and solve the system
Note that if ∆y is a solution to f y ∆y = 0, then so is α∆y for any scalar α. The randomly chosen v picks out a unique scaling of the tangent vector. 1 The final expression (v ∆y − 1 = 0) ensures ∆y = 0. Since higher-dimensional tangent spaces are possible, one must search for these when solving (17) . Methods for doing so are discussed in [23, Part II] and are available in the Bertini software package [25] . Let us return to the four-bar example to illustrate. The loop closure conditions are {h 2 , h 3 , H 4 } = 0 from (8, 13) . Using (5), the partial derivatives of h 2 are
and similarly for h 3 , so the only nontrival partial derivatives are those for H 4 :
Since f y is 1 × 1 in this instance, its determinant is itself. We may cancel the common factor of ia 3 and write the system that determines the turning points as
This is a polynomial system of four equations in
has at most six solutions [23, Sec. 8.4.2], but it can be seen that two of these go to infinity, leaving just four finite roots. By Lemma 2.1, we see that the turning point condition implies that links 3 and 4 are parallel. This is the well-known deadinput condition for a four-bar. With this geometric interpretation, one may find the turning points by solving first a triangle with sides a 1 , a 2 , (a 3 + a 4 ) and then one with sides a 1 , a 2 , |a 3 − a 4 |. One gets two values for θ 2 from each of these, for a total of four, in agreement with the bilinear analysis.
For the four-bar with particular values {a 1 , a 2 , a 3 , a 4 } = {1, 0.6, 0.88, 0.63} and θ 1 = 0., there are two real solutions: approximately (θ 2 , θ 3 ) = (±0.6970, ∓2.8837). These are shown as red dots on the motion curve in Fig. 3. 
Problem 3: Find all Branches
To draw the complete motion curve, one could solve the forward kinematics (Problem 1) for a finely-sampled set of inputs, x. As this potentially gives many solution points at each x, there remains the task of connecting the points together to form approximations of the branches. Also, to get a uniformly smooth representation of the branches, one needs to sample more densely near the turning points.
A simpler approach is as described in [26] and summarized in [27] which give an algorithm for finding the real points in a complex curve. Essentially, the method is as follows:
1. Find all real turning points (see Problem 2 above) and sort them in ascending input values. 2. Let t 1 < t 2 < · · · < t m be the input values at the turning points from Step 1. If there are no turning points, set t 1 = 0. 3. For one input value x 1 < t 1 and one value x j , j = 2, . . . , m in each interval t j−1 < x j < t j , solve the forward kinematics (See Problem 1 above).
4. Trace the mechanism motion arcs from each real solution from
Step 3 to its neighboring turning points. As we assume the input is an angle, this means that solutions at x 1 also trace backwards around to t m . 5. (Optional) Merge together any arcs from Step 4 that meet at a regular point, i.e., not at a turning point.
At the end of this process, we have a list of the branches and a numerical sampling of points along each branch. For the purpose of merely plotting the motion curve, we may skip the final merging step, but then any one branch may be filled in by several of its arcs. The merging step is necessary if we want to determine exactly the number of branches and the full extent of each.
There are several ways to trace the motion arcs as required in Step 4. As software for solving ordinary differential equations (ODEs) is readily available, it can be convenient to convert (14) to the differential equation
Step 3 provides the initial conditions for (x, y) and the neighboring turning points provide the ending value of x. An alternative is to use a prediction-correction path-tracking method [24] . In essence, these intersperse ODE methods for advancing along the path (prediction) with the Newton-Raphson method
at the current value of x. The Newton-Raphson procedure is the correction phase of the prediction-correction cycle, serving to eliminate any accumulation of integration error from the prediction phase. Note that in Step 2, the absence of any turning points means that either there are no branches at all (the mechanism cannot be assembled) or the input is a crank for all the branches. We replace the empty set of turning values with t 1 = 0 so that the next step is cued to discover if any branches exist.
Problem 4: Find Critical Points
In Problems 1-3, the design parameter p was always given. Now we wish to consider how the behavior of the mechanism changes as the design parameter varies. Consequently, we consider that with p varying, the system (16) becomes N + 1 variables in N + 2 unknowns and defines a curve, say K ⊂ C N+2 , dim(K ) = 1. Since this consists of the turning points as p varies, we call K the turning curve.
To trace out the turning curve as p varies, we wish to carry out the corresponding algorithm as Steps 1-5 played in Problem 3, where we described how to completely describe a motion curve. The analogous process will divide K into branches, each of which continues monotonically with parameter p. We call the turning points with respect to p of the turning curve simply the critical points.
The importance of the critical points is that they mark values of the design parameter where the number of branches in the motion curve can change. Murray [21] describes the resulting mechanism at the critical points as "transition linkages." As the design parameter varies, a pair of branches may disappear where two real turning points meet then become complex, or vice versa, two complex turning points can meet and become real to create a pairs of new branches. While this is the typical behavior, other phenomena are also possible. A singular critical point (for example, a double root of the critical point conditions) might be isolated in the reals and correspond to a degeneracy that exists just at one parameter value. (For example, the motion curve might pinch to touch itself at one value of p and immediately separate on either side.) Another possibility is that the turning curve might cross itself, with some kind of degeneracy occurring at the crossing point.
To find the critical points, we proceed analogously to Problem 1, replacing x by p, y by (x, y), and f by F. The tangency condition (14) becomes
Defining F xy = ∂F ∂x ∂F ∂y , the condition for the critical points, analogous to (16) , is
It is useful to note that
As with turning points, an alternative formulation that avoids forming the determinants is to solve for a tangent vectors that have no x-component and tangent vectors that have no xcomponent or y-component. That is, randomly choose a 1 × N vectors v and w and solve the system
Again, as in the case of (17), one must check for the possible existence of solutions where the Jacobian matrices f y and F xy lose extra rank so that the associated tangent spaces are higherdimensional. As in the preceding problems, we use the four-bar to illustrate. To form (16), we already found
Since the derivatives of h 2 and h 3 are identically zero, see (18) , the required derivatives are
Since D = 0 at the critical points, only the diagonal elements contribute to det F xy :
The first factor,
implies that links 2 and 4 are parallel, and since the turning points happen where links 3 and 4 are parallel, we have critical points wherever the linkage folds flat, all in one line. To check the formulation, we solved the system { f , D, ∂H 4 ∂θ 2 } = 0 using polynomial continuation as implemented in the Bertini software package [25] . Since a 4 only appears as a 2 4 , we replaced it by a new variable, say z = a 2 4 . Then, with variable groups {T 2 , T 3 }, {T 2 , T 3 }, {z}, a three-homogeneous homotopy had six paths. As expected, four of these lead to the solutions:
which are consistent with the four-bar transition linkage formulations of [21] . The remaining two solutions gave a 4 = 0 with the two possible ways for the dyad of links 2 and 3 to reach the pivot where link 4 attaches to ground. Using T 3 T 3 = 1 and (5), the second factor may be written as
The solution of { f , D, ∂H 4 ∂θ 3 } = 0 using Bertini again used six homotopy paths, but in this case, all paths went to infinity. As the example is a general one, this implies that this system is incompatible and will never give critical points for any set of {a 1 , a 2 , a 3 }. This is in agreement with existing knowledge about four-bars, where the conditions (31) are known to mark the transitions between mechanisms with different branch numbers.
Problem 5: Trace out the turning curve
This problem is analogous to Problem 3.3, except this time we wish to trace out the turning curve K instead of one of the motion curves C p . Fortunately, we already have in place all the pieces required. In following the five step process of Section 3.3, the adjustments are:
Find the critical points (Problem 4). 2. Sort by parameter value p.
3. Solve for turning points (Problem 2) at regular test values of p between the critical ones. 4. Track paths of the turning points using the turning point system F = 0 to the neighboring critical values of p. 5. Skip the merge step.
In addition, in Step 3, we find the branches of the motion curve C p at each of the regular test values of p (Problem 3). This tells us the character of all the mechanisms in the corresponding interval between the critical points. In particular, the number of branches is constant in each interval.
Problem 6: Describe the design surface
The collection of motion curves C p as we vary p fit together to form a surface. We call it the "design surface," because it shows every motion that can be obtained by varying the design parameter.
An algorithm for numerically describing real polynomial surfaces is given in [27] . In fact, the development of the motion curve, turning points, turning curve, and critical points shown above follows closely the method presented there. The final step to topologically describing the design surface is to find how each branch of the motion curve at a regular parameter value connects to one or more branches in the motion curve for the neighboring critical parameter values.
The issue here is analogous to the curve case where a forward kinematics solution method can be used to roughly approximate a curve by sampling many points on it. The analysis of turning points improves the situation by allowing one to directly trace out each of the branches and join them up properly. In analogy, the curve algorithm allows one to generate a slice of the design surface at various sample values of p. The algorithm of [27] allows one to carve up the surface into two-dimensional cells (analogous to branches of a curve) and connect them properly to form the surface.
For design purposes, it seems good enough to generate slices of the design surface at sample values of p. The critical points tell us where to slice to observe motions with different numbers of branches. Accordingly, we do not pursue a full development of the design surface here. By comparing our developments so far to the corresponding steps in [27] , the astute reader can see how to adapt that method to complete the description of the design surface.
Example: Stephenson II Linkage
In the initial presentation of our methods, we used the fourbar linkage as an illustration. We now conduct the same procedures for a more substantial example, the Stephenson II linkage shown in Fig. 5 . For this exercise, we select x = θ 2 as the input angle and designate the design parameter as p = a 2 . For the examples in this section, following values are used: a 1 = 1.00, a 3 = 0.60, a 4 = 0.90, a 5 = 0.70, a 6 = 1.00, a 7 = 2.0, a 8 = 1.50, θ 1 = π, α 36 = 0.927, and α 58 = 5.878. Referring to Figure 5 , the position loop equations and the isotropic unit length equations are written as
All of the a j are real link lengths, but b 6 and b 8 are a complex stretch rotation to properly model the ternary link.
That is, b 6 = a 6 (cos α 36 + i sin α 36 ), and likewise for b 8 = a 8 (cos α 58 + i sin α 58 ). Inḡ 2 , b 6 and b 8 are the complex conjugates of b 6 and b 8 . Note that T 1 , T 1 , model the ground link and are known. As in our treatment of the four-bar, it is advantageous to use the loop equations to eliminate some variables. To this end, two variables per loop are eliminated by defining,
with use of which the closure conditions become
For a given design, the solution of this system of five equations in the six unknowns {T 2 , T 3 , T 5 , T 2 , T 3 , T 5 } is the motion curve of the linkage. "Real" solutions are those for which |T 2 | = |T 4 | = |T 5 | = 1. At any point on the curve, we can backsolve for the remaining angles using
Starting with the loop closure conditions (Eqs. 39-43), we are prepared to do a full analysis of the linkage, including its turning curve and critical points.
Forward Kinematics
For forward kinematics, the input angle θ 2 is given, and therefore T 2 and T 2 are known. The forward kinematics solutions are the roots of Eqs. 40-43, a system of four bilinear equations. The two-homogeneous root count is the coefficient of α 2 β 2 in (α + β) 4 , which is six. Indeed, with θ 2 locked, one sees that the remaining links form a pentad structure, which is known to have at most six assembly configurations [28] . The system can be reduced to a single sextic equation in one variable using the method of [3] or solved as is using polynomial continuation and a six-path homotopy.
Turning Points
As detailed in Subsection 3.2, the turning points are given by a system of equations consisting of the loop closure conditions (39-43) along with one additional condition D = 0, where
As a two-homogeneous system in the variable groups {T 2 , T 4 , T 5 }, {T 2 , T 4 , T 5 }, the number of roots of the system (39-43,45) cannot be greater than the coefficient of α 3 β 3 in (α + β) 5 (2α + 2β), which is 2 6 3 = 40. Solving the system using Bertini [25] , we find that a general example has at most 24 turning points. For the running example at a 2 = 0.6, ten of twentyfour turning points are real. The trace of the turning point curve with a 2 being variable is shown in Fig. 6 . As identified in [18] , the turning point curve separates the plane into zones with the same number of GIs. Solving the forward kinematic problem for one sample point within each zone determines the number in GIs in the zone, as indicated in Fig. 6 
Critical Points
For the critical points, a 2 remains variable. The system to solve consists of (39-43,45) with one additional equation: E = det(E) = 0, where
However, (46) is very complicated and its determinant is difficult to calculate. Using the alternative formulation from (27) Fig. 6 and represent the transition 
Stephenson III Linkage
In Myszka et. al. [18] , a turning point curve was constructed for the the Stephenson III mechanism (originally presented by Chase et. al. [7] ) and shown in Fig. 7 . For this case, x = θ 2 is the input angle and design parameter is p = a 7 . The physical parameters values are: a 1 = 5.1, a 2 = 2.93, a 3 = 4.3012, a 4 = 6.3738, a 5 = 8.0623, a 6 = 12.0, a 7 = 9.5, a 8 = 6.0208, θ 1 = π/2, θ 6 = 0, and α 48 = 0.529.
Loop closure equations
Using isotropic coordinates, the position loop equations and the isotropic unit length equations as
As before, all of the a j are real link lengths, but b 4 is a complex stretch rotation to properly model the ternary link. In this case, T 1 , T 6 , T 1 , T 6 model the ground link and are known. Also, the following definitions will eliminate variables,
Using (52), the closure conditions become
For a given design, the solution of this system of five equations in the six unknowns {T 2 , T 4 , T 5 , T 2 , T 4 , T 5 } is the motion curve of the linkage.
Starting with the loop closure conditions (53-57), a full analysis of the Stephenson III linkage, including its turning curve and critical points, proceeds identical to the prior case. For turn- ing points,
The trace of the turning point curve with a 7 as a variable is shown in Fig. 8 . Solving the forward kinematic problem for one sample point within each zone determines the number of GIs in the zone, as indicated in Fig. 8 For the critical points, a 7 is variable. The system to solve consists of (53-57,58) with one additional equation:
One may notice that a 7 only appears in H 7 , so in fact, we can drop that equation from the system and solve just (53-56,58,59) for {T 2 , T 4 , T 5 , T 2 , T 4 , T 5 } and then evaluate a 7 from (57).
Whichever way we choose to treat a 7 , it is advantageous to first simplify (59). Expanding the determinant along the first column, we have
But D = 0, so the second term can be dropped. Thus, E factors as
This means we can subdivide the computation of critical points into two separate systems:
In the first of these two systems, we have
By Lemma 2.1, we know that this means that links 2 and 3 are parallel. Solving the subsystem with Bertini, we find that it has in general 24 roots. For the particular case at hand, ten of these are real. As in the case of turning points, the lines of links 3, 5, and 7 are concurrent.
To evaluate E 2 , we need the partial derivatives ∂D/∂θ 4 and ∂D/∂θ 5 . This is not as daunting as it might seem, for if we write
then by the multilinearity of the determinant, we have
and similarly for
. It is not instructive to present all the details. Suffice it to say that E 2 turns out to be degree 6 and the number of paths in a three-homogeneous homotopy with variable groups {T 2 , T 4 , T 5 }, {T 2 , T 4 , T 5 }, {z} is 120. For a general system, Bertini finds that the system has 72 roots, and for the example problem, eight of these are real. Two of the real solutions have the four-bar formed by links 5, 6, 7, and 8 folded collinearly. These have the same length of a 7 and the same four-bar configuration but with the dyad of links 2 and 3 taking two different poses. The other six real solutions are of more general form. A breakdown of all complex solutions to E 2 = 0 goes as follows. First, there are four critical points with a 7 = 0: two solutions of the triangle formed by links 5, 6, and 8 for each of which there are two solutions of the dyad formed by links 2 and 3. (None of these are real in the example under study.) Second, analogous to the formulas in (31), there are four folded four-bar solutions, each of which gives two solutions for the link 2-3 dyad, for a total of eight. (Only two of these are real in the example.) This leaves 72 − 4 − 8 = 60 critical points of more general form (of which only six are real in the example). For Stephenson III mechanisms having different values for the remaining linkage parameters, the number of real solutions in each category may change, but for general examples, the counts of 4, 8, and 60 for the complex critical points of each type will remain fixed.
All 10 + 8 = 18 real solutions are given in Table 1 , and these are marked as red dots in Figure 8 . Sampling the motion curve between critical points, the number of circuits were determined and indicated on the figure. Notice that the six general-type solutions of E 2 = 0 are cusps in the figure.
Fully Rotating, Non-Cranking Input Links
In Myszka et. al. [18] , ranges of a 7 were identified on the Stephenson III turning point curve that produced a linkage with greater than a fully rotating, non cranking input link. That is, the input link was able to travel greater than 360 • between singularities. This occurs when the trace of a branch on the motion curve with fully rotatable crank folds over itself. On the turning point curve, this characteristic is associated when a change in the design parameter changes the number of singularities but does not change the number of circuits. This happens at critical points that form a cusp on the turning point curve. However, all cusps are not associated with this unique quality, as the fold may not occur on a continuously rotating crank. Yet, it is observed that linkages with greater than 360 • , non-rotatable crank are bounded by a cusp. For the Stephenson III explored in Section 5, linkages with a greater than 360 • , non-rotatable crank exist for 10.1662 ≤ a 7 ≤ 11.4582 and 15.6533 ≤ a 7 ≤ 15.9300. Referring back to Fig. 8 , these regions are bounded by critical points that appear as cusps.
Conclusions
This paper presented a general method to compute the turning curve critical points of single-degree-of-freedom, closedloop linkages with a designated input angle and one design parameter. For a fixed value of the design parameter, a linkage has turning points, which break the motion curve into branches such that the motion along each branch can be driven monotonically from the input. As the design parameter changes, the turning points sweep out a turning curve and the critical points are the singularities in this curve with respect to the design parameter. Critical points were shown to be associated with transition linkages. The number of branches and their connections may change at certain critical points. The method was illustrated on a four-bar linkage and a Stephenson II linkage. Additionally, the Stephenson III linkage was revisited where the input angle is able to rotate more than one revolution between singularities.
